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American short film and the
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by Norman Taurog and
written by Ted Sears and
Mitchell Leisen, and was

released on August 18, 1936.
The cartoon features two

innocent-looking, yet
extremely pompous and

conceited green-suited men,
one (named Laughlin) who
keeps a pair of shoes inside

the other's mouth (the shoes'
toes resembling his tongue),

and a small child who
attempts to enter the small

pair of shoes and is
prevented by Laughlin, who
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insists that they are his.
Laughlin has the victim of his
ill will attempting to enter the
shoe twice, then three times,
and being joined by a friend,
and then another friend, until
the boy's mother arrives and
forces the men to close the
door. In the third cartoon in
the series, the Grouch Grin
Time gag is repeated, with

Laughlin's conceit being
slightly improved: after four
attempts to get in the shoe,

and feeling ridiculous, he
snaps out of it and grins
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giddily. On His Heels was the
first cartoon performed by

Mel Blanc, who was dubbed
as a "nursery rhyme actor"

and "the first Mabel Normand
of the screen". It was also the

first of seven Paramount
Studio-subsidized cartoons.
Cast Mel Blanc - Laughlin

Marjorie Lewis - Mrs. Thomas
O'Malley References External
links On His Heels at the Big

Cartoon Database
Category:1936 films
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Category:English-language
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